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allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 08/08/2007 :  02:23:17    

Carole suggested a while back that we collect images of Dusty in the denim in which she graced the cover of A Girl
Called Dusty.

If you have pics from this photo shoot post them here. 
(If we get enough, we might just have a poll too.)

I'll start us off....

 

http://www.dustyspringfield.info

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 08/08/2007 :  13:42:04  

well, here's my new prized possession - an original Dusty painting of the AGCD cover - isn't it fabulous? thanks, Ro. 
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Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 08/08/2007 :  14:47:23  

Wow, that's lovely, Sophie (and Ro), really spectacular!

xx
Kathy

"I sometimes smile when I think of how I looked then..."

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 08/08/2007 :  21:17:16    

Its gorgeous, Sophie! Soon as you get fed up looking at it, just say and I'll tell you where to post it to me :)
And is it just me or does Dusty have just a hint of Billie Whitelaw in that painting?

Will 
http://web.mac.com/digitographer

"..To this day when they announce me as Dusty Springfield I stand backstage and think myself into her personality.."

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 08/08/2007 :  21:19:25    

And PS/ Don't you just think that painting was simply MADE to grace a CD cover?

Will 
http://web.mac.com/digitographer

"..To this day when they announce me as Dusty Springfield I stand backstage and think myself into her personality.."

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 08/08/2007 :  22:17:31  

Couldn't get it all in my scanner but lovely as a close up.
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x

"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."

misty
I’ll try anything

USA
1413 Posts

Posted - 09/08/2007 :  01:30:07  

Carole-

Love that close up  Really liked that denim look antway. Thanks for the great shot.

misty

insomniacafe
I’ll try anything

Netherlands

Posted - 09/08/2007 :  04:08:02    

Definitely one of my favorite of Dusty's shoots. I'd love to see that 'Golden Hits' one in color - certainly working the
eyes there! :P
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Netherlands
1509 Posts

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 09/08/2007 :  08:12:05  

Lovely picture of Dusty there Carole. Sooo embraceable!

xx
Kathy

"I sometimes smile when I think of how I looked then..."

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 09/08/2007 :  12:17:16  

Great pic Carole and doesnt Dusty look so today...years ahead of her time...or is it just how I see her

All the other pics just great too thanks to all...I will have to look and see if I can come up with one.

Casx

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 09/08/2007 :  12:50:13    

quote:

Originally posted by Cas19

doesnt Dusty look so today...years ahead of her time...or is it just how I see her

Casx

I totally agree

Clare xoxo

"If you want just a little bit, you'll have to take all of me..."

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 09/08/2007 :  13:23:23  

She looks like a moooooovie star

Carole x

"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 09/08/2007 :  16:41:27  

quote:

Originally posted by daydreamer

She looks like a moooooovie star

Carole x

"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."

A BEAUTIFUL moooooooovie star

Casx
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Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 09/08/2007 :  18:41:35  

This is all I could come up with.....from one of my cd's

Casxx

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 09/08/2007 :  20:53:46    

HI CAS THAT'S THE SAME PIC I HAVE BUT IT'S ON MY FIRST DUSTY LP. 
MARY

I only think of the day I met Dusty and my pains go away. It's Great! 

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 09/08/2007 :  22:13:04    

I think the image you posted, Carole, is perhaps one my absolute faves of the divine Miss S. I hadn't seen it prior to
this thread but it really is exquisite. Absolutely lovely.

Will 
http://web.mac.com/digitographer

"..To this day when they announce me as Dusty Springfield I stand backstage and think myself into her personality.."

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 10/08/2007 :  13:50:04    

Oh wow that cover is awesome Cas, i hadn't seen it before. Thanks
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Australia
5805 Posts

Clare xoxo

"If you want just a little bit, you'll have to take all of me..."

misty
I’ll try anything

USA
1413 Posts

Posted - 14/08/2007 :  19:13:37  

I think this is a cute one

misty

misty
I’ll try anything

USA
1413 Posts

Posted - 14/08/2007 :  19:41:22  

Carole's pic without the lettering

misty

misty
I’ll try anything

USA
1413 Posts

Posted - 14/08/2007 :  19:46:16  
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a few more- maybe from this shoot

misty

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 14/08/2007 :  19:50:14  

Misty, you must be reading my mind! I just brought two of those exact pics up to the scanner so that I could post
them. Thanks for saving me the work  There really were some fabulous shots from that photo shoot.

Carole x

"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 15/08/2007 :  00:08:37  

mmmmmm..that second Dusty in Misty's last post is lovely.
...I know Cor is away but maybe when she returns she would be so kind as to make that one into an avatar for me, I
would greatly appreciate it.

paula x

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 15/08/2007 :  02:09:42  

Great shots of Dusty, thanks for posting Misty

xx
Kathy

"I sometimes smile when I think of how I looked then..."

dusty_freak Posted - 15/08/2007 :  13:36:47
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y_
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted  15/08/2007 :  13:36:47    

quote:

Originally posted by misty

misty

I LOVE this photo!! I've never seen it before, its my new second favourite  Thanks heaps for posting it

Clare xoxo

"If you want just a little bit, you'll have to take all of me..."

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 15/08/2007 :  18:10:23    

CAROLES MAKES A GREAT WALLPAPER I LOVE IT TO BITS
LOVE, MARY

I only think of the day I met Dusty and my pains go away. It's Great! 

insomniacafe
I’ll try anything

Netherlands
1509 Posts

Posted - 15/08/2007 :  22:24:01    

Gorgeous photos, Misty.

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 15/08/2007 :  23:02:38    

THE NEW ONE MAKES AA NICE BACKGROUND FOR MY CP
LOVE MARY

I only think of the day I met Dusty and my pains go away. It's Great! 

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 16/08/2007 :  14:04:48  

Great photos Misty, I dont recall seeing the b/w one with the sultry look before...nice.

Casx
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8313 Posts

Gypsy Rose
Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Posted - 23/08/2007 :  00:00:52  

IMHO, Dusty never looked better in her life than in those photos - they have so much life and personality - great job by
the photographer!!!

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 23/08/2007 :  09:48:01      

Here's a load of covers from the shoot that Tom sent me. I really like the 1st spanish one.
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Matt.

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 23/08/2007 :  11:58:09  

I love the Whishing and Hopin' on one of the Spanish Ones!

xx
Kathy

"I sometimes smile when I think of how I looked then..."

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 23/08/2007 :  12:22:41    

I love the second last one from Holland, that one is awesome!! You're so lucky Matt!

Clare xoxo

"If you want just a little bit, you'll have to take all of me..."

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 23/08/2007 :  13:23:25      
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United Kingdom
4270 Posts

oh no, it's just the photos, not the actual records I own - it's Tom that owns them 

Matt.

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 23/08/2007 :  13:38:06    

Ohh righto, thanks still

Clare xoxo

"If you want just a little bit, you'll have to take all of me..."
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